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Overview 

Project: Academy Expansion 

Project ID: P0007 

Organisation: Madni Dawah Academy, Brierfield 

Aim: Madni Dawah Academy (MDA) has been established by local qualified scholars (male 

and female) to provide the community with extensive Islamic education. 

For over a decade, MDA has organised annual conferences for women and children, to 

provide them with further Islamic knowledge and to help build a better society. The 

Academy also runs an aalimah course for young girls and women in their community. The 

course aims to educate the students with a better understanding of the deen, as well as 

teaching them Hanafi fiqh. 

Due to the increase of projects and courses run by the Academy, an urgent need has arisen 

to acquire a new venue in order to cater for the large number of students and the wider 

community. 

Alhamdulillah, Madni Dawah Academy has purchased a building through Karze Hasanah 

(interest free loans) which will be utilised for our current activities, classes and many other 

future projects. 

They need to raise £140,000 for the cost of the building, which also includes necessary 

refurbishment. 

Sadqa E Jariyah 

The rewards associated with donating money towards the purchase of an Islamic institute 

are endless. But to mention a few, you will get reward for; 

 children learning Quran, 

 children learning manners and etiquettes, and implementing them throughout their 

lives, 

 every student that learns something, and then more reward for practicing upon it, 

 every second the student spends in the academy learning, 

 if one of the aalimahs, goes on to teach herself...then everything she teaches her 

students, and they learn/practice it in their daily lives, you will get that reward. 

 anyone who gets inspired from something taught in the classes and takes it 

elsewhere. 
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Further Information 
 

Mufti Asad Waqas 

Mobile - 07825 346272 

Email -   madnidawahacademy@live.co.uk 

Payments Made To Date 


